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FERROMAGNETISM IN QUASICRYSTALS: SYMMETRY ASPECTSYu. Kh. Vekilov *, S. V. Salikhov, E. I. IsaevMosow Steel and Alloys Institute119049, Mosow, RussiaB. JohanssonRoyal Institute of Tehnology (KTH)SE-10044, Stokholm, SwedenUppsala UniversityBox 530, S-751121, Uppsala, SwedenSubmitted 5 November 2004Magneti-group analysis of the symmetries typial of quasirystals shows that ferromagnetism is inompatiblewith the iosahedral symmetry. Depending on the magneti �eld diretion, the iosahedral symmetry in themagneti �eld is redued to pentagonal, trigonal or rhombi symmetries.PACS: 61.44.Br, 75.50.Gg, 61.50.AhQuasirystals are urrently attrating great inter-est for the variety of their unusual physial properties.Among these, the magneti properties, and espeiallyferromagnetism are the least studied. The �rst experi-mental information on ferromagnetism in quasirystalswas onneted with the presene of ferromagneti non-quasirystalline inlusions of a seond phase [1, 2℄, andlater ferromagneti-like behavior was observed in pureiosahedral phases i-AlPdMnB and i-AlPdFeB [3, 4℄.Mössbauer spetrosopy and nulear magneti reso-nane (NMR) experiments have shown that the mag-neti state in these systems was ferromagneti, but thesamples onsisted of large magneti lusters with ex-tensions of about 20 nm [2, 4℄. Theoretially, the ferro-magneti ordering in quasirystals has never been on-sidered, and the most important problem is the om-patibility of ferromagnetism with quasirystalline sym-metries. To the best of our knowledge, it has neverbeen onsidered before, although the olor groups forquasirystalline solids have been studied [5, 6℄. In thepresent work, a theoretial analysis of the magnetigroups for quasirystals is performed to solve this prob-lem.The existene of a magneti struture in solids isformally onneted with the time inversion operation.*E-mail: yuri�vekilov�yahoo.om

The time inversion symmetry operation R hanges thediretion of the urrent density in a solid but does notat on spatial oordinates. The element R ommuteswith the rotations Cn, the rotations S2n, and the re-�etions �, and at the same time, R2 = E (the iden-tity transformation). Magneti rystalline lasses forperiodi solids are desribed in Ref. [7℄. Struturally,magneti lasses an be divided into three types. Themagneti lass of type I has the ordinary point groupsymmetry. The diret produt of point groups with thegroup fE;Rg forms the magneti lass of type II. Themagneti lass of type III ontains the operation R inombination with some rotations or re�etions. Thesemagneti lasses have the strutureG(H)=H + RgH,whereH is an invariant subgroup of index 2, g 2 G, butg =2 H, and R is the time inversion operator. In peri-odi solids, 58 magneti lasses of type III exist. In thispaper, we obtain the magneti lasses for quasiperiodistrutures following the method desribed in Ref. [7℄We �rst obtain the magneti lasses for symme-tries with a preferable main axis (we have the 5-fold,8-fold, 10-fold, and 12-fold axes in mind). Classes withsuh a symmetry are related to pentagonal, otagonal,deagonal, and dodeagonal systems, orrespondingly.The magneti lasses of type I represent an ordinarypoint group. Ferromagnetism is possible in the follow-ing lasses of type I: C5, C5h, C8, C8h, S8, C10, C10h,1279



Yu. Kh. Vekilov, S. V. Salikhov, E. I. Isaev, B. Johansson ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005Magneti lasses for quasirystalline symmetriesSymmetry Point groups Magneti lasses of type III Ferromagneti lassesPentagonal C5,C5v, D5, S10, D5d C5v(C5), D5(C5),S10 (C5), D5d (C5v , D5, S10) C5v (C5), D5 (C5),D5d (S10)Otagonal C8, S8, C8v , D8, C8h,D4d, D8h C8 (C4), S8 (C4), C8v (C8, C4v),D8 (C8, D4), C8h (C8, C4h, S8),D4d (D4, C4v, S8),D8h (C8h, C8v, D8, D4h, D4d) C8v (C8), D8 (C8),D4d (S8), D8h (C8h)Deagonal C10, C5h, C10v , D10,C10h, D5h, D10h C10 (C5), C5h (C5), C10v (C10, C5v),D10 (C10, D5),C10h (C10, C5h, S10),D5h (D5, C5v, C5h),D10h (C10h, C10v, D10, D5h, D5d) C10v (C10), D10 (C10),D5h (C5h), D10h (C10h)Dodeagonal C12, S12, C12v, D12,C12h, D6d, D12h C12 (C6), S12 (C6), C12v (C12, C6v),D12 (C12, D6), C12h (C12, C6h, S12),D6d (D6, C6v, S12),D12h (C12h, C12v, D12, D6h, D6d) C12v (C12), D12 (C12),D6d (S12), D12h (C12h)Iosahedral Y, Yh Yh(Y) �S10, C12, C12h, and S12, with the magneti momentvetor direted along the main axis. Of ourse, ferro-magnetism is impossible in all type-II magneti lasses(due to the presene of the time inversion R).As pointed out above, all possible index-2 sub-groups should be determined in order to �nd the mag-neti lasses of type III. The simplest way is to usethe tables of haraters of irreduible representations.Classes with haraters equal to one in one-dimensionalrepresentations form invariant subgroups of index 2.All possible groups are given in the Table for the sys-tems under onsideration. Eah magneti lass is de-�ned by a point group and its index-2 subgroup (inparentheses), whih is given in the Table. We note thatonly the lass C 5 does not have index-2 subgroups, andonsistently magneti lasses of type III. For the exis-tene of the ferromagneti state in magneti lasses oftype III, it is neessary that these lasses do not on-tain the elements RI or R�h (I is the spatial inversionand �h is the re�etion in the plane perpendiular tothe main axis). All lasses of type III that allow a fer-romagneti state are given in the last olumn in theTable. The magneti moment vetor in these lasses isdireted along the main axis.In the ase of the iosahedral symmetry, there isonly one lass Yh (Y) of type III. In this lass, it is

impossible (due to the presene of the operation RI)to �nd a diretion for whih the magneti moment ve-tor is invariant under all symmetry operations. Butdue to di�erent onditions (magnetostrition, external�eld, et.), the iosahedral symmetry (the groups Yand Yh) an be redued to the pentagonal groups D5and D5d if the ation is along one of the 5-fold axesor to the trigonal (D3 and D3d) and rhombi (D2 andD2h) groups if the ation is along one of the 3-fold or2-fold axes. In this sense, the possibility of ferromag-netism in iosahedral quasirystals is analogous to theferromagnetism in rystals with the ubi symmetry.It is known that the lattie of the ferromagneti phaseof iron is not ubi (body-entered ubi) but tetrag-onal with the tetragonal distortion of the order 10�5[7, 8℄, whih is too small to be observed experimen-tally. A distortion of the iosahedral quasirystal (withthe groupYh) due to magnetostrition along one of the5-order axes should redue the symmetry to the lassD5d, whih forms the ferromagneti lass D5d (S10).In quasirystals, magnetostrition an generatephasons, and as a result a sample beomes magnetiallyinhomogeneous. Atually, the experiments mentionedabove have been explained in terms of large magnetilusters with the size about 20 nm [2, 3℄. Therefore,the magneti state of these objets may be hara-1280



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005 Ferromagnetism in quasirystals: symmetry aspetsterized as the �mitomagneti� (mixed) one. For themitomagneti state, the suseptibility is analogous toan antiferromagneti or spin glass state, but sponta-neous magnetization after ooling in the �eld is typ-ial of ferromagnets [8, 9℄. In this sense, the �ferro-magneti� quasirystals have many features in om-mon with onentrated alloys CuMn and AuFe, wheremagneti behavior an be desribed by the preseneof large supermagneti lusters with idential momentsand anisotropy �elds, but with random diretions ofthe light magnetization axis. Upon inreasing the on-entration, reation of magneti lusters beomes moreprobable and the long-range magneti order an prop-agate over the entire sample [8, 9℄.In onlusion, based on a magneti-group analysis,we have predited that ferromagnetism is inompatiblewith the iosahedral symmetry of quasirystals. In amagneti �eld, the iosahedral symmetry is reduedto the pentagonal or trigonal or rhombi symmetrydepending on the �eld diretion. Magnetostritionan indue phason distortions in quasirystals, and asa result the system beomes magnetially inhomoge-neous. Suh a physial piture an explain the existingexperimental data on �ferromagneti� quasirystals.Disussions with A. M. Polyakov were very helpful.We are very grateful to S. I. Simak for the disus-sions and help during the preparation of this work.
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